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Salone Internazionale del Mobile 2016 

 

Harmonie s 

Ro berto  Gio vannini' s  2 0 16 C o llectio n 

exalts  the beauty o f clas s ical balance 

 

 

‘Harmony’, offering balance and an aesthetically pleasing blend of characteristics. This is the 

atmosphere which can be breathed and experienced in the living spaces setting the scene at 

Roberto Giovannini's new stand in the Salone Internazionale del Mobile 2016  (International 

Furniture Fair 2016). 

 

Harmonies… A large entrance hall, two living-room areas, two bedrooms, a study and a dining area, 

are the living spaces recreated within the exhibition stand; spaces given an extraordinary 

luminosity by the decorations characterising the sheen-finished or frescoed walls, and enhanced by 

furnishings and objects of different origins, style and form. One beside the other, these create an 

effect capable of gratifying the visitors' sight and senses.  

The linear and geometrical Neoclassical style is thus tastefully and expertly united with objects of 

grander and more elaborate Baroque forms.  

 

The concept of the stand is to create the ‘ideal’ relationship between the objects and their setting, 

embracing them in a harmonious fusion. Different settings which propose extraordinary 

furnishings, marbles, refined and exclusive decorations and fabrics united by the unique leitmotiv of 

elegance; the ideal locations where it is possible to truly experience the unrepeatable Roberto 

Giovannini experience. 
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These could be defined as Roberto Giovannini's ‘Definitive Harmony', where woodcarving has a key 

role and is, itself, the element which creates the ‘melody’ in the different living spaces. It is precisely 

the unique characteristics of the Roberto Giovannini carvings and finishings that define the 

uniqueness of the Florentine contribution in the sector of classic furniture. 

 

The merging of forms and colours gives life to ‘harmonies’ which are capable of projecting into the 

present day the extraordinary splendour of models from the past. Living spaces which reveal the 

accuracy and attention paid to the finest details, encapsulating the proportions and aesthetic 

standards of classical beauty where luxury itself reaches its utmost expression without ever 

disrupting the underlying concepts. 

 

And so, in a new stand, Roberto Giovannini is able to unveil his many new proposals, continuing to 

express his very own aesthetic and conceptual philosophy. 

 

 

 

T he  Se tti n g 

A living space of complete beauty, where stylistic choices of finishings and materials ‘tell’ of elegant 

rooms, capable of giving the right prominence to the furniture, timeless classics with a 

contemporary allure, of the new  Harmonies collection. 

 

The Collection presents itself in the Daytime area, thanks to a large room which which includes the 

De ’  M e d i ci  living area, the P i tti  living room, the large Duca l e  dining room and the L oui s X V I 

stud y, and in the Nighttime area, which includes the two master bedrooms, P a l a i s R oya l  and 

Im p e r o.  
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The solid oak wood parquet flooring with Versailles design, polished with the special Olio Bianco oil 

endows a welcoming  and refined atmosphere to the entrance hall and to the dining area, while the 

study, the living rooms and the bedrooms ‘repose’ on a soft white carpet rendering the rooms 

intimate and warm. 

 

The walls, however, see a harmonious interchange of pale and delicate colours, such as grey, light 

blue and, again, white, chosen for their capacity of giving prominence to the furniture and 

increasing the visual space in the rooms, rendered, thus, even more full of light. The high quality silk 

curtains are also variations of the same nuances of colour. 

New splendours of composition are revealed, however, by the refined ramages decorations which 

characterise the dining room, an effect which recalls the exquisite fabrics of the 1700s. 

 

The stand, of 200 square metres, reflects the company's philosophy and its ability to communicate 

classic atmospheres, values and dreamlike visions  always in different and fascinating ways. 

 

 

T he  En tr a n ce  H a l l  

This is the room destined for welcoming, and it is therefore important for it to transmit, right from 

the outset, both Harmony and the authentic sense of elegance and luxury which has always 

distinguished Roberto Giovannini's creations. 

Immediately stealing the show for its sophisticated and rich carving, the elegant welcome table 

(art.1306), decorated in Oro Leggero G079 with reverse painted black crystal table top, 

accompanied by the refined small armchair (art.540) in Oro Decapé Antico G035 and upholstered 

in intense dark blue coloured canneté silk.  

For the illumination, a large hanging lamp (art.1243), decorated in Argento Antico A025, which 

reinterprets the forms of lanterns from past times.   
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New in the collection, the impressive console table (240G) which transmits the material sensation of 

statuesque marble, realised with table top of 8 centimetres in Breccia Capraia marble, is 

characterised by evident contrasting veins and supported by three Roman lions which rest on the 

square base, with Canova G007 finishing. The vase with the 18th century Farnese column, the wall 

mirror in Florentine Baroque style, the pedestal with light and accessories, complete the elegant 

entrance hall. 

 

 

T he  d a yti m e  a r e a  

 

T he  De’ M edici  Living room  

A majestic living room which enhances the  precious quality of the gold in its most refined variations, 

and the intensity of the dark blue. The key role is played by the new set in Louis XV Tuscan style, 

composed of a large three-seater sofa (art.1404) and by armchairs (art.1405) with carved bases 

finished in Oro Decapé Antico G035. The upholstery is in dark blue Jim Thompson silk velvet and is 

enriched with refined marabout finishing which defines the edgings. The round, French Louis XVI  

coffee table decorated with Oro Decapé Antico G035 and table top in Emperador Dark marble 

(art.1402), captures the attention and becomes the focal point of the living area. Wall mirrors, 

chandeliers, accessories and console tables contribute to enriching and to completing the  De’ 

Medici living room, to experience, in moments of pure relaxation, the sensations of an aristocracy 

which still retains its fascination and is still able, today, to influence the trends of modern living 

spaces. 

 

T he  Pitti  L i v i n g r oom   

The main feature of this sumptuous living room, the  ‘king size’ Pitti sofa (art.1104CK), which the 

Master Artisan, Roberto Giovannini has reproduced, taking inspiration from an example preserved 

at Palazzo Pitti, revisiting and updating the concept of comfort itself.  
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The sofa and the Bergère (art.1009) are upholstered in warm and relaxing dove-grey velvet 

decorated in Oro Antico A036 and Oro Leggero G079 respectively. The coffee table (art.1390) is an 

elegant feature in front of the sofa, characterised by an elaborate Italian style braid of interwoven 

leaves, finished in Oro Decapé Antico G035. The living room décor is completed with high quality 

lighting and furnishing accessories which highlight the beauty and the splendour of the art of wood- 

carving. In particular, attention is drawn to a large round frame, an object for scenographic 

purposes with laurel leaves passepartout and bas relief in plaster (art.1366 SBR) with decorations in 

Oro Antiquariato G081 . 

 

 

T he  Ducale Di n i n g r oom  

A new dining room which highlights the luxury and the elegance of the grand styles of past epochs, 

studied for completing and further enriching Roberto Giovannini's proposals. The space takes its 

inspiration from  the finest rooms of noble residences and offers the key role to the new, extendible 

dining table  (art.1395CDAP) with its considerable dimensions: 2 metres and 40 centimetres plus 

extensions of 60 cm. The structure, intricately carved and supported on a total of 8 legs, is enriched 

by the new Argento Leggero G105 decoration enhanced with touches of Noir G086. The parquet top 

with Versailles design realised in bleached oak, combined with the main structure, expresses a 

perfect synthesis of good taste and exceptional artisan expertise. Another new feature of the 

Harmony collection is the Neoclassical showcase cabinet (art.1401) with two door vertical opening, 

characterised by the perfect balance of the  Noir e Argento G098 ornamentation. The same 

ornamentation is also recaptured for the  new armchairs (art.1399) and the chairs (art.1400) with 

padded backrests and soft Roberto Giovannini  white velvet: seats which recapture historical styles  

of Florentine production. 
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To complete and to give a touch of refined romanticism to the room, the  three door dresser with top 

in marble  (art.1403B) with Antico Veneziano G095 finishing, decorations from the limited ‘luxury’ 

series realised with the  ‘Guazzo’ gilding method carried out according to the best Florentine 

Renaissance artisan tradition. 

 

 

T he  Louis XVI Stud y 

Roberto Giovannini also adds elegance to more reserved moments and to those dedicated to work.  

Making the space its own is the desk (art.1058SLE), substantial and rich in the smallest details, the 

ideal and most authentic expression of Italian Neoclassical style. The table top in soft leather, with 

the variations of Cartier red  and the refined carvings with Nero Fiammingo  G087 decorations 

define its strong personality. 

The desk expresses superbly the duo of classical beauty and functionality, and has, in fact three 

drawers and two extra lateral pull-out surfaces, ideal for increasing the space available. 

The study area is completed by furniture and accessories belonging to different styles and epochs 

but which have in common the capability of making the space elegant and welcoming, reaching 

beyond its more formal function.   
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T he  Ni ghtti m e  a r e a  

 

T he  Palais  Royal  M a ste r  b e d r oom  

A dreamlike setting, with care taken down to the smallest details, an expression of the perfect 

combination of elegance and comfort. Entering into the new Palais Royal bedroom transmits a 

sensation of elegant wellbeing, the pureness and the candour of the white together with the lunar 

reflections of the silver and the glinting of the gold of the furniture create a timeless, romantic  

atmosphere. 

The main feature, the voluminous bed (art.1397G) with columns decorated in Ciliegio e Argento 

G017, which, upon request can be fitted with a frame and curtains, more or less obscuring, for the 

poetic, four-poster version. The finishings in antique white also characterise the new two-door 

wardrobe  (art.1398), realised in perfect Roberto Giovannini Tuscan style, and the innovative  vanity  

table (art.1396A) with small jewellery drawers, embellished by a tilt and turn mirror, which conceals 

a small compartment. 

Bedside tables, the Neoclassical chest of drawers with laurel leaf braid and Estremoz marble top, 

together with lounge armchairs, wall mirrors and lamps, complete the sumptuous bedroom, 

superbly enriched by high quality Rubelli fabrics. 

 

T he  Im pero M a ste r  b e d r oom   

First proposed at the 2015 Salone del Mobile, the Impero bedroom, in 2016, is presented with  new 

‘clothing’/in a new 'guise' which recalls far off and evocative atmospheres. 

The refined  bed headboard (art.1386G), with  its forms and contours inspired by the purest 

Neoclassical style is  enhanced by the highest quality fabrics with Bonsai decoration, a strong 

oriental influence, which coordinates perfectly with the bright  Oro Francese A077 decoration. 
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The different accessories such as the chest of drawers and the bedside cabinets with openwork 

carving and painted faux marble top, the armchair, the small table, the mirrors and the lamps, 

complete the living space, making it almost ‘magical’, thanks also to the delightful alternating of dark 

and intense colours with the luminosity of the gold and the white.  

The impact of splendour in the composition of the bedroom is made all the more wondrous by the 

oriental panels on the walls, inlaid with mother of pearl. This is also used in the realisation of an 

elegant screen finished with the splendid silk from the latest Jim Thompson collection, used in the 

quilting of the bed headboard. 

 


